the saga of tanya the evil wikipedia - the saga of tanya the evil known in japan as y jo senki literally the military chronicles of a little girl is a japanese light novel series written by carlo zen and illustrated by shinobu shinotsuki it began serialization online in 2012 on the user generated novel publishing website arcadia, saga of tanya the evil watch on crunchyroll - it is june of the year ce 1923 a young girl with blond hair and blue eyes tanya degurechaff has entered the final curriculum of the imperial military academy and is training at the third patrol, tanya von degurechaff villains wiki fandom powered by - tanya von degurechaff is the main villain protagonist of the light novel anime series youjo senki saga of tanya the evil originally a salary man murdered in 2013 he was reborn as a girl living, tanya von degurechaff youjo senki wiki fandom powered - tanya defines the man who she reincarnated from as a japanese man with good physique tall enough to be an imposing figure in contrast to her current younger body in her current incarnation the light novel describes tanya as a little girl with a very petite build for her age that could be, youjo senki the saga of tanya the evil season 2 tv date - as a rule one cour consists of 10 to 14 episodes that usually run during a three month period the first season of saga of tanya the evil consisted of 12 episodes perhaps nut has released just the first half of the season thus we will have to wait a bit until the announcement of the second cour or second season, amazon com saga of tanya the evil the complete series - died a cynical man reborn as a girl in a fantasy version of wwi germany tanya and god are now fighting over whether she ll admit god is in fact god the result is a ton of fun while also being at times cute disturbing and thought provoking